An integrated assessment instrument: Developing and validating instrument for facilitating critical thinking abilities and science process skills on electrolyte and nonelectrolyte solution matter
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Abstract. The demanding of assessment in learning process was impact by policy changes. Nowadays, assessment is not only emphasizing knowledge, but also skills and attitudes. However, in reality there are many obstacles in measuring them. This paper aimed to describe how to develop integrated assessment instrument and to verify instruments’ validity such as content validity and construct validity. This instrument development used test development model by McIntire. Development process data was acquired based on development test step. Initial product was observed by three peer reviewer and six expert judgments (two subject matter experts, two evaluation experts and two chemistry teachers) to acquire content validity. This research involved 376 first grade students of two Senior High Schools in Bantul Regency to acquire construct validity. Content validity was analyzed used Aiken’s formula. The verifying of construct validity was analyzed by exploratory factor analysis using SPSS ver. 16.0. The result show that all constructs in integrated assessment instrument are asserted valid according to content validity and construct validity. Therefore, the integrated assessment instrument is suitable for measuring critical thinking abilities and science process skills of senior high school students on electrolyte solution matter.

INTRODUCTION

Assessment is the process of gathering evidence of students’ abilities for determining what they know, what they are able to do, and what they still need to learn [1]. It is impact by policy changes. Assessment in education standard should covered three aspects i.e. knowledge, attitude and skill [2]. The three aspects are very important in chemistry education because the natures of chemistry are chemistry as a process and as a product. Therefore, assessment must cover all aspect in learning process.

Education products are consisting of declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge [3]. Declarative knowledge is cognitive knowledge including fact, principle, concept, theory and law. Whereas procedural knowledge is process skills oriented knowledge or called science experience [4]. Chemistry learning can’t separate from the developing students’ cognitive and students’ skills. Process skills are essential for understanding and applying chemistry concept. So, assessment in chemistry must covered knowledge and process skills too [5].

Chemistry is a branch of science that applying higher order thinking skills in each matter and holding important role in the development students’ critical thinking skills [6]. It is easy fastened to daily life phenomena. Furthermore, it can be applied in society. One of chemistry matter in senior high school is electrolyte and nonelectrolyte solution matter. Electrolyte solution matter is contextual matter, so it can be easy fastened and applied in daily life. Many electrolyte solution phenomena can be found in daily life such as storage battery application and body requirement for electrolyte solution. It can develop students’ critical thinking skills. Moreover, electrolyte solution matter is electrochemistry prerequisite matter.

Critical thinking is one of thinking skills in higher order thinking skills which become one of learning goal in 21st century [7]. Critical thinking abilities can help students for solve problem efficiently and way to self learning [8]. Critical thinking as thinking process is thinking ability to make personal evaluation about problem based on authenticity, accuracy, process, theory, method, background and then make reasonable decision [9]. Critical thinking is essential way on scientific investigation process, especially for analyzed and evaluated scientific evidences [10]. Critical thinking covered concrete and abstract thinking process to make conclusion about fact and problem which appropriate with scientific evidences [11]. Critical thinking abilities can emerge when students used higher order thinking abilities, so students’ learning result enable to increase.

Students, who have critical thinking abilities, will have high academic achievement. The result of Wenglinskys’ research explained that students who was familiarized to think critically in learning process, be able to acquire high test score on learning evaluation [12]. Critical thinking abilities are not only necessary...
in school, but also in daily life. In fact, drawing conclusion very needed in all occupation section, so critical thinking abilities will raise person’s success in workforce [12]. Moreover, increasing job requirement for worker whose can analyze and apply information critically and give effective solution about problem in workforce [13]. Therefore, critical thinking abilities are one of educations’ goals in globalization era, so students have to familiarize used critical thinking abilities in chemistry learning.

Critical thinking covered three aspects i.e. to identify problem, to reconstruct argument and to evaluate conclusion [14]. Classification of critical thinking by Watson-Glaser consist of defining a problem, determining possible solution and strong argument, drawing valid conclusion, based on regarding solution and evaluating conclusion [7]. Students’ critical thinking abilities were seen from students’ arguments toward problem and conclusion toward arguments. Therefore, critical thinking indicators that used in developing integrated assessment instrument include (1) identifying problem, (2) reconstructing arguments, (3) determining solution, (4) evaluating arguments, and (5) drawing conclusion.

Science process skills are important learning ways for reaching knowledge [15]. One of science educations’ goals is to prepare students for accumulating knowledge and to discover scientific knowledge by self [16]. Science process skills are a way to produce and to apply scientific information on scientific research, and to solve problem [17-18]. Process skills were skills that scientist do to discover scientific knowledge and to investigate problem [1]. Science process skills are skills to discover knowledge, to define problem and to formulate problem [19]. Based on several different opinions about science process skills, it can be defined as skills that used to discover knowledge by identifying problem, solving problem, and answering question about nature. Science process skills are believed to ensure students’ meaningful knowledge because it helps students to increase higher order thinking skills. Therefore, developing science process skills for students is important to be noted.

Based on science process skills’ level, it consists of two level skills i.e. basic science process skills and integrated science process skills [1, 20]. Basic science process skills are fundamental skills that underlie scientific method. It consists of six process skills i.e. observing, communicating, classifying, measuring, inferring and predicting. Integrated science process skills are development of basic science process skills. It consists of eleven skills i.e. identifying variable, constructing a table of data, constructing a graph, describing relationship between variable, acquiring and processing data, analyzing investigation, constructing hypotheses, defining variables operationally, designing experiment and experimenting.

Based on science process skills’ type, it consists of cognitive skills and sensorimotor skills [21]. Cognitive skills (soft skills) are process skills related to students’ thinking process in learning process. It consist of classifying, predicting, inferring, communicating, constructing hypotheses, processing data, identifying variable, defining variables operationally, constructing a table of data, constructing a graph, analyzing investigation, describing relationship between variables, and designing experiment [22]. Sensorimotor skills (hard skills) are process skills related to body movement skills for discovering knowledge. It consists of observing, measuring, acquiring data and experimenting [22].

Science process skills indicators that used on developing integrated assessment instrument include (1) observing, (2) communicating, (3) classifying, (4) predicting, (5) inferring, (6) data analyzing, (7) constructing a table of data, and (8) designing experiment. Indicator selection was based on cognitive skills (science process skills that related to thinking process) in science process skills, so it can be measured using written test.

Now, learning process only emphasize to cognitive aspect, whereas process skills less get attention [23]. Based on interview result toward senior high school chemistry teachers in Bantul Regency indicate that comprehensive learning assessment haven’t optimally done yet. Teachers still sets out assessment toward students’ knowledge, whereas assessment toward science process skills only based teachers’ subjective assumption. Furthermore, assessment toward students’ critical thinking abilities on chemistry learning hasn’t got attention yet from them. However, assessment of learning result must be work simultaneously. Students, who have good science process skills in learning process, will have better cognitive abilities [24]. Nowadays, cognitive assessment and skills assessment are carried out separately [20, 25-26] If it is carried out separately, so relationship between cognitive and skills can be acquired. Therefore, integrated assessment instrument is needed for measuring critical thinking abilities and science process skills in one instrument. The instrument development goals are to facilitate teacher for assessing the learning result effectively and efficiently and to develop valid instrument.

RESEARCH METHODS

In this study, instrument test development model by McIntire was adopted to develop integrated assessment instrument. The subjects in this study were 376 first grade studentst of two Senior High Schools in Bantul Regency that has enrolled electrolyte solution matter. Sample determining used purposive sampling technique based on school rank of Acceptance Student Data in Bantul Regency and school that has implemented 2013 curriculum in learning process.
To develop integrated assessment instrument, this study adopted test development model by McIntire that consist of 10 steps, i.e. defining the test universe, audience and purpose; developing a test plan; composing the test items; writing the administration instructions; conducting piloting test; conducting item analysis; revising the test; validation the test; developing norms; and complete test manual. In this study only used steps till conducting item analysis because only done till analysis of instruments’ item.

Data were acquired in this research including development process data (comments from experts) and item validity data (content validity data and construct validity data). Content validity data were acquired by expert judgment whereas construct validity were acquired by instrument field testing. Collecting data instrument is content validity questionnaire and integrated assessment instrument. Content validity questionnaire is item content validity sheet for expert. It is used for verifying content validity on integrated assessment instrument. Integrated assessment instrument is instrument for instrument field testing. It is used for verifying construct validity on integrated assessment instrument.

Data analysis techniques are qualitative data analysis and quantitative data analysis. Qualitative data analysis was used for analyzing development process data. It was experts’ suggestion for writing the final integrated assessment instrument. Quantitative data analysis was used for verifying content validity and construct validity. The content validity data was analyzed with Aikens’ Formula for calculating content validity coefficient [27]. A coefficient content validity may be define as

\[ V = \frac{\sum s}{n(c - 1)} \]

Explanation:
- \( s = r - l_o \)
- \( l_o = \) rating scale in the lowest category (example: 1)
- \( c = \) rating scale in the highest category (example: 4)
- \( r = \) rating scale that be given by rater
- \( n = \) amount of rater

The construct validity data was analyzed with SPSS software (ver. 16.0). Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was used to verify construct validity of the integrated assessment instrument.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

The developing product of research is integrated assessment instrument for measuring critical thinking abilities and science process skills of senior high school students on electrolyte solution matter. The writing item was based on the definition of the grating electrolyte solution matter contained in basic competence in 2013 curriculum. There were 8 learning indicators of electrolyte and nonelectrolyte solution matter. Each constructs consists of learning indicator, critical thinking indicator, and science process skills indicator. The initial draft of integrated assessment instrument was essay test including 8 constructs with 28 items. Furthermore, the composing scoring manual was appropriated with difficulty item level and student thinking groove. Each item have different maximal score. The difference was caused each item has the different item quality to measure student ability and has the different steps to solve item. After that, initial product of integrated assessment instrument was reviewed by three peer reviewer and six experts (two subject matter experts, two learning evaluation experts, and two chemistry teachers).

Item reviewed was committed for validating initial product especially item content validity by expert. The verifying content validity was considered by suitability between learning indicators with critical thinking indicators and science process skills indicators. The initial product of integrated assessment was validated by two subject matter experts, two learning evaluation experts, and two chemistry teacher who are skilled in composing test. The validating initial product of integrated assessment instrument aimed to verify content validity. The results of validating data by expert were analyzed with Aikens’ formula. It used to determine valid or invalid constructs based on content validity coefficients (Aikens’ V).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Aikens’ V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To know content validity coefficient significance statistic, can be determine by correlating ratings
category with amount of raters [28]. This research involved six raters and four ratings category. In 0.05 significance level, allowed minimum content validity coefficient (Aikens’ V) was 0.78 [28]. As indicated on Table 1, all of constructs have Aikens’ V more than 0.78. So, it can be explained that with significance level 0.05, all of constructs in integrated assessment instrument were asserted valid. Therefore, all of constructs in integrated assessment instrument be able to measure critical thinking abilities and science process skills of senior high school students on electrolyte solution matter.

The results of validating initial product of integrated assessment product by experts are not only acquired validating data, but also qualitative data i.e. experts’ suggestion. Experts’ suggestion was linguistic aspect suggestion especially word selection. It was used to make product of integrated assessment instrument perfectly. The involvement of lecturers as expert in validating product was aimed to gain suggestion about depth of matter and suitability between scoring manual with test instrument. The involvement of chemistry teachers in validating product was aimed to gain suggestion about visibility and effectiveness implementation product in learning process such as time allocation, amount of ideal item in essay test, and product readability. Moreover, teacher was considered having experience in composing test. Therefore, teacher can give some suggestion about language using, words and composing good sentences.

Based on the result of validating product, it was acquired amount of proper item that used in learning process as many 8 construct with 21 items, whereas 7 items was dropped. It was committed because of teachers’ consideration that amount of item question more than 25 items is too many for examining during 2 hour lesson (90 minutes). The other words, this dropped items have similarity meaning with other items. The dropped items choose based on teachers’ suggestion. The good time for students to finish the test is the range of 1.5 hour to 2.5 hour. If it more than 2.5 hour will cause declining students’ thinking endurance [29]. If it happens, it will cause declining tests’ reliability. Grating of the integrated assessment instrument shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Learning Indicator</th>
<th>Item before reviewed</th>
<th>Item after reviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identifying the characteristic of electrolyte and nonelectrolyte solution.</td>
<td>1a; 1b; 1c</td>
<td>1a; 1b; 1c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Classifying the solution in strong electrolyte, weak electrolyte or nonelectrolyte based on electrical conductivity characteristic of solution.</td>
<td>4a; 4b; 4c; 4d</td>
<td>4a; 4b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Explaining why electrolyte solution can conduct electricity current.</td>
<td>2a; 2b; 2c; 2d</td>
<td>2a; 2b; 2c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Explaining why electrolyte solution consist of ionic compound and polar covalent compound.</td>
<td>5a; 5b; 5c</td>
<td>5a; 5b; 5c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Explaining the meaning of degree of ionization and the relationship between degree of ionization and electrical conductivity.</td>
<td>6a; 6b; 6c</td>
<td>6a; 6b; 6c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Observing and drawing the changes that occurred when electrodes are dipped into a solution.</td>
<td>3a; 3b; 3c</td>
<td>3a; 3b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Defining dependent and independent variable in electrolyte experiment.</td>
<td>7a; 7b; 7c; 7d</td>
<td>7a; 7b; 7c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Designing experiment for investigating electrical conductivity</td>
<td>8a; 8b; 8c; 8d</td>
<td>8a; 8b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The emendation of instrument was committed on property if concept, writing technique, and selection words. Sentence is early step to comprehend question, so it was very influential for students’ comprehension toward question in the test [30]. Though there were dropped items, but 8 constructs have covered all learning indicators because each construct lade one of learning indicators. Furthermore, all of item in integrated assessment instrument was ordered and was arranged again become valid instrument according to content validity.

The valid instrument according to content validity was used in field testing. It aimed to verify construct validity. Construct validity was called unidimension testing too. Its’ purpose was to know the instrument only measure one factor or dimension. The results of field testing data were analyzed with exploratory factor analysis using SPSS software (ver. 16.0).

The exploratory factor analysis output covers Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy testing KMO-MSA), Bartlett testing, variance-covariance matrix and scree plot. Before interpreting the result of exploratory factor analysis, the data used must satisfy the assumption required of exploratory factor analysis, including sample size adequacy. Sample size adequacy was analyzed using Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy testing (KMO-MSA) and Bartlett testing KMO-MSA testing was used to know what sample has adequate for factor analysis. Bartlett testing was used to determine presence correlation between variables.
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To commit factor analysis, the value of KMO-MSA must be more than 0.5 and the significance of Bartlett 
testing must be less than 0.05 [31]. As indicated on Table 3, the value of KMO-MSA was more than 0.5 and the 
significance of Bartlett testing must be less than 0.05. So, it can be explained that sample has adequate for 
factor analysis. Therefore, the interpretation result can be continued with construct validity analysis or 
unidimensionality assumption. Furthermore, factor analysis was continued with interpreting Eigen value 
from correlation variance-covariance matrix.

Table 3. The Result of KMO-MSA Testing and Bartlett Testing

| Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy | 0.605 |
| Bartlett's Test of Sphericity | Approx. Chi-Square | 134.964 |
| Sphericity Df | Sig. | 0.000 |

Factor analysis was used to analyze relationship inter variable using correlation testing, so it was 
obtained a new variable named factor. As indicated on Table 4, students’ respond data towards the instrument 
lade three Eigen value (Eigen value > 1). Three factor can explain 50.576% from total variance. It means the 
integrated assessment instrument can explain 50.576% students’ ability. According to Kaiser Criteria that the 
instrument lade three factors, but there was a dominant factor [31]. The dominant factor should be chemistry 
knowledge because the instrument was developed based on the definition of the grating item contained in basic 
competence in chemistry especially electrolyte and nonelectrolyte solution matter. Chemistry knowledge 
test consist of mathematics abilities and non mathematics abilities or language abilities [32]. Whereas two 
factors were measured by the instrument include personality factor and administrative factor during the test 
such as anxiousness and students’ motivation [33].

The result of factor analysis was presented in scree plot for Eigen value visualization. As indicated on 
Figure 1, Eigen value began slightly on third Eigen value. So, there was a dominant factor which was measured 
by integrated assessment instrument and two another factors also gave contribution towards instrument 
responses.

Figure 1. Scree Plot

Unidimensionality assumption was very difficult to fulfilled ideally [34]. However, unidimensionality 
assumption can be considered to fulfill if test contained one dominant factor [35-36]. Moreover, if the result of 
factor analysis referred that first factor has cumulative percentage more than 20%, unidimensionality 
assumption has fulfilled [37-39]. As indicated on Table 3, cumulative percentage of first factor was 21.207%, 
so it can be stated that unidimensionality assumption has fulfilled. If unidimensionality assumption has 
fulfilled, construct validity has fulfilled too. Therefore, the integrated assessment instrument has proven to be 
valid according construct validity, because it only measure one dimension i.e. chemistry knowledge.

CONCLUSION

According to the findings of this research, the integrated assessment instrument has been developed 
based on learning indicator of electrolyte and nonelectrolyte solution matter, critical thinking indicator, and 
science process skills indicator. The integrated assessment instrument is valid according content and
construct. So, it can be used for measuring critical thinking abilities and science process skills on electrolyte and nonelectrolyte solution matter.
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